PROBLEM-SOLVING
facing a tricky problem
in your life?
need help finding
a solution?

we deal with problems
almost everyday

Fortunately, we can solve most of our daily
problems by thinking up a solution on the spot
or using a strategy that worked in the past.

Why is problem-solving an important
skill for mental health?

What about problems that are not
so easily fixed?

Problems that don’t go away can take a toll on our wellbeing. Left unsolved, a small problem can become a
big problem. We end up feeling frustrated, stressed or
maybe even depressed and hopeless.

These kinds of problems can create stress and impact
our health. We often cope by doing what we’ve done in
the past. Until we come up with a solution that actually
works, the problem never really goes away and continues
to create stress in our lives.

Problem-solving may have a number of benefits,
including:
• Better functioning at work or school
• More satisfying relationships with friends, family
and co-workers
• Higher self-esteem
• Higher life satisfaction

The steps for solving difficult problems
are straightforward, but most of us are
never taught these skills.
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step 1
‘I think I have a problem. How do I fix it?’
Pay attention to your feelings

Negative feelings often point to problems. When you pay
attention to these feelings, you often recognize the problems
sooner. For example, feeling angry whenever you talk to
your boss may be a sign that there is a problem at work.

Make a list

Look for opportunities

Don’t focus on the negative parts of the situation. Look for
any opportunities or challenges instead. If a problem seems
less scary, you’re more likely to try to solve it. For example,
you might look at the problem with your boss as a chance to
improve your working environment.

Write out a list of the problems you need to fix before they
turn into bigger problems. Some problems seem to stick
around. Other problems seem to go away, but they pop up
later on.

step 2
‘What’s the problem?’
You can’t solve a problem until you know what the problem is.
In order to do that, ask yourself these questions:

More tips for finding possible solutions:

1. What is the situation right now?

If your definition of the problem is vague, it’s hard
to know where your solution should start. For
example, it would be hard to solve a credit card
problem if you say, “I have money problems.” A
more precise definition might be, “I don’t have
enough money to pay the minimum credit card
payment.”

What’s making me feel upset?

Be as specific as possible

Stick to the facts

2. What would I like the situation to be?
How would things be if I weren’t upset?

Don’t put opinions in your definition, only facts. A
less helpful definition for a money problem would
be, “The guys at the credit card company are
jerks!” Even if that’s true, it doesn’t help solve the
problem—you can’t turn them into nice people!

Don’t be too narrow

3. What are the obstacles?

What’s standing between me and my ideal situation?
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When you define the problem too narrowly, it’s
harder to come up with solutions. For example,
you would like to travel this summer, but you
don’t have a car. A narrow definition might be,
“How can I get enough money to buy a car in a
month?” A better definition might be, “How can I
travel this summer within my budget?” When you
define your problem like this, buying a car is only
one of many solutions. Your solutions could also
include getting a deal on a plane ticket, taking the
bus or catching a ride with friends.

step 3
‘How will I know when I get there?’
Choose a goal for your problem.
The SMART principle may help you set goals:
Goals should be
S pecific
M easurable
A ttainable
R ealistic and
T ime-limited
For example, “Not having money problems” isn’t a good goal
statement because it doesn’t tell you what to do and when to do it.
A helpful goals statement may be, “I am going to pay off my credit
card debt in 12 months.”

step 5
‘What’s the best solution?’
Always pick the best solution for you—the perfect solution rarely
exists. The key is to pick the solution that has the most benefits and the
least costs. There will probably be some negatives to any solution. Use
the following questions as a guide to picking the best solution.

Will this solution help me reach my goals and solve
my problem?
If a solution doesn’t solve the problem, it’s probably not the best choice.

How good or bad will I feel if I choose this solution?
You may come up with solutions that could solve the problem very
well. However, if you think that the solution will make you feel terrible
, it may not be the best choice at this time.

How much time and effort does this solution involve?
Solutions that take up too much time and energy may not be the best
choice, especially if you can’t realistically carry them out.

Does this solution have more benefits than costs?
When you look at costs and benefits, it’s a good idea to think about
how a solution will affect you and others—both now and in the future.

step 4
‘What are some
possible solutions?
It’s easy to come up with the same ideas over
and over again. When it comes to difficult
problems, the first ideas aren’t always the best!

Quantity
It’s easier to find a good solution when you
have a lot of solutions to choose from. Write out
at least three or four solutions—the more the
better!

Don’t judge!
This is not the time to decide whether your
solutions are good or not. You are more likely to
think of new solutions if you also include some
wild ones.

Variety
Come up with lots of different kinds of
solutions. For example, if your solutions to
money problems include borrowing from your
friends, your parents or your sibling, you have
come up with three solutions that all involve the
same idea: borrowing money. Instead, you want
many different types of solutions, such as selling
some of your possessions or getting a second job.

More tips for finding possible
solutions:
Ask others for help!
Get new ideas from friends, family or
professionals. This is an important aspect of
social support that can help reduce stress. For
more on social support, see Wellness Module 3:
Social Support at this series.

Combine solutions
Some solutions that seem silly can work when
combined with other ideas. For example, parents
often need to problem-solve what to do with
their kids all summer. By combining “send them
to the moon” with “get someone else to take care
of them,” one solution might be, “enroll the kids
in summer camp for two weeks.”
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step 7

step 6
put your solution into action

check up on your progress

After you’ve picked a solution, you need to make a plan
of action! Write down the steps it will take to carry out
your solution. You’re more likely to take action if you
know exactly what you need to do.

It’s a good idea to track how well your solution is
actually working. If your problem is resolving itself, be
sure to reward yourself for a job well done.
If your solution isn’t working, you can check to see what
might be wrong. Remember, even the best plans don’t
always work as expected.
If your solution doesn’t seem to be working, ask yourself
the following questions:
• Did I define my problem correctly?
• Were my goals unrealistic?
• Was there a better solution?
• Did I carry out the solution properly?
You may need go through these steps more than once
until you have a satisfactory solution. This is normal—
especially for more difficult problems.

Select sources and additional resources
•
•
•
•
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Visit www.comh.ca for The Antidepressant Skills Workbook by Dan Bilsker and Randy Paterson.
Visit www.heretohelp.bc.ca for the Communication and Problem-Solving Skills module from How You Can Help: A Toolkit for Families.
Visit www.moodjuice.scot.nhs.uk for problem-solving worksheets and guides.
McKay, M. & Fanning, P. (2002). Successful Problem-Solving. A Workbook to Overcome the Four Core Beliefs That Keep You Stuck. Oakland,
CA: New Harbinger.
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To help you work through all of these steps, see our
problem-solving worksheet at www.heretohelp.bc.ca

where do I go from here?
Ami Quebec
Visit https://amiquebec.org for information and resources regarding mental health or any kind of mental health disorders
or call 514-486-1448.

HealthLink QC
Call 811 or visit https://amiquebec.org to access free, non-emergency health information for anyone in your family,
including mental health information. Through 811, you can also speak to a registered nurse about symptoms you’re
worried about, or talk to a pharmacist about medication questions.

Your Local Crisis Line
Crisis lines aren’t only for people in crisis. You can call for information on local services or if you just need someone to talk
to. If you are in distress, call 1 866 APPELLE or 1 866 277‑3553, 24 hours a day to connect to a QC crisis line, without a wait
or busy signal. The crisis lines linked in through this number have received advanced training in mental health issues and
services.

Suicide Prevention center
For suicide prevention centers in Quebec visit https://suicideprevention.ca/quebec-suicide-prevention-centres

Drugs: Help and Referral (DAR)
For information regarding support and referral to people coping with addiction in Montreal area call 514- 527 2626 and
everywhere in Québec call 1- 800 265 2626.
The integrated health and social services centre (CISSS) and the integrated university health and social services centre
(CIUSSS):
To find contact information for your family medicine clinic, your CISSS or your CIUSSS, go to Finding a Resource.
http://sante.gouv.qc.ca/en/problemes-de-sante/sante-mentale/

The Ordre des psychologues du Québec
To find a psychologists or a psychotherapists who speak different languages, visit the Ordre des psychologues du Québec
website.

ACCÉSSS
ACCÉSSS (https://accesss.net/) is a provincial group of community organizations whose goal is to represent the interests
of ethnocultural communities in health and social services decision-making bodies. It is a non-profit organization
(NPO). ACCÉSSS is a meeting place for the community, the health network and the university community. Due to the
management philosophy of ACCÉSSS which is to work in consultation with its various partners, as well as the nature of
the files treated, ACCÉSSS is more and more involved in the networks of consultation.
Telephone: 1-866-774-1106 (toll-free) and (514)-287-1106
Fax: (514)-287-7443
email: accesss@accesss.net

The Multicultural Mental Health Resource Centre (MMHRC)
For information regarding the availability of mental health services in Quebec or other provinces of Canada visit
http://www.multiculturalmentalhealth.ca/ to access information in different languages such as Farsi. This website is
working under the supervision of Division of Social and Transcultural Psychiatry of McGill University.

More resources available for getting help or further information on mental health and stress:
• Canadian Mental Health Association
• Mouvement Santé mentale Québec (in French only)
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• Association des groupes d’intervention en défense des droits en santé mentale du Québec (in French only)
• Regroupement des ressources alternatives en santé mentale du Québec (in French only)
• Les porte-voix du rétablissement – L’association québécoise des personnes vivant (ou ayant vécu) un trouble mental
(in French only)
• Association des médecins psychiatres du Québec
• Visit http://www.healthlinkbc.ca/ for a stress journal to track stressors and how you respond to them.
• Maté, G. (2004). When the Body Says No: The Cost of Hidden Stress. Toronto: Vintage Canada.
• Paterson, R. J. (2000). The Assertiveness Workbook: How to Express Your Ideas and Stand Up for Yourself at Work and
in Relationships. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger Publications.
• BC Partners for Mental Health and Addictions. (2009). Learn About…Stress [fact sheet]. Vancouver, BC: Author. http://
www.heretohelp.bc.ca/publications/factsheets/stress
• Centre for Addiction and Mental Health. (2010). Info on Stress. Toronto, ON: Author.
• http://www.camh.net/About_Addiction_Mental_Health/AMH101/info_stress.html
• Ipsos-Reid. (2002). Canadians and Stress: A Special Report. Toronto, ON; Author. http://www.ipsos-reid.com/search/
pdf/media/mr020919-1.pdf
• Statistics Canada. (2010). Perceived life stress 2008. Ottawa, ON: Author. http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/82625-x/2010001/article/11108-eng.htm
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